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swine-flu H1N1 influenza was on the horizon back in 2009. WHO took an enormous step
in redefining what a pandemic[1] is. See below before-after;
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WaybackMachine at; https://web.archive.org. Add URL; http://who.int/csr/disease/influenza/pandemic/en/index.html
and chose year/date
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With this new definition[1] any normal influenza is in eﬀect pandemic or at least when WHO deems it
fit to be globally propagated, indeed what we experience right now.

get busy dying Yes, every day, every year, always tragic. The numbers can be tracked, and they look
very normal by reading raw statistics https://www.euromomo.eu. What people are dying from now is
not ‘The corona virus’, as the narrative will make it. No test, does for certain determine cause and eﬀect,
either from Bill Gates or the more infamous Dr Christian Drosten who is the developer of this oﬃcial
corona Real Time PCR test (Kary Mullis however original developer of PCR), same Dr. Drosten at
DZIF behind tests for MERS, SARS and ZIKA https://www.dzif.de/en/researchers-develop-firstdiagnostic-test-novel-coronavirus-china. What we see are people dying -normally- just like every year
from illness like cold/influenza, pneumonia, tuberculosis (TB), old age, heart deceases, other immunity
deficiency related deceases[2], etc (these are thus examples of illness or preconditions that can be related
to cold/flu like symptoms: fever, respiratory problems, muscle-join ache etc).
PCR test 'may' indicate a virus but not causality (neither do anti body tests) and the test can be ‘positive’
even if the person is without symptoms (false positive, or indeed part of a normal healthy virome). One
seldom talked about death-statistic fact; out of 30 000[3] deaths every week from TB, a number of these
patients, if they do given test, could get a positive corona tests. They die, but from TB (as one example),
but can be added to the statistics of corona deaths. There may be correlation, absolutely, like always,
every day, every year -People die, from a number of causes.
Where was the panic concerning 30 000 deaths per week from TB back in august 2008? or 2016 …
Where is it today April 2020? Are there any deaths directly caused by corona or similar virus? Probably,
but with severe lack of sound and solid scientific studies and evidence we have very sparse certainty
today. We are rushing in total madness in conjecture and premature pandemic panic. The (WHO)
corona ‘pandemic announcement’ is rushed, the virus test is rushed, the already human vaccine trial tests
are rushed, the security/medical martial law measures[4] are rushed. I can go on here in every aspect of
what we see happening globally today.

or get busy living There must be implemented proper peer review studies, all the usual suspects in
what can and must be mature unbiased scientific method, sound rhetoric based argumentation and
balanced proper responds in accordance. If you can otherwise tick the aforementioned predicamentboxes in the lack of responsibility and honest reactions and actions from governance and authorities in
the political, media, medical, economic, judicial realm .. then I have to symptomatically paraphrase
George W Bush -You are either with this puerile madness, or you take your own responsibility and rise
with full self empowerment - no one else can ever do that for you. Only You can deem yourself sovereign.

Notes and links (most links are backed up if not found on web, send requests via email link, upper left);
[1]

Pandemic, a word, a definition and in fact a pretty accurate one with current global scenario, ‘pan’ indicating ‘over all’
and ‘demic’ - ‘demo, people’ . But the measures taken today, to curb the illness impact, the responses, are not
accordingly balanced, way beyond. Since any normal annual influenza usually do spread globally (pan) but not having
”…enormous numbers of deaths and illness.” (as shown above, old definition implied for ‘pandemic’ in WHO text from
their website 2008), we should rather diﬀerentiate a normal pandemic influenza vs a high emergency pandemic, lethal
or critical. In that case we would know more explicitly what we are dealing with. Accuracy in communication is key.

[2]

99% of Those Who Died From Virus Had Other Illness,
Italy Says;
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-18/99of-those-who-died-from-virus-had-other-illness-italy-says
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/
3075851/coronavirus-italy-says-99-people-who-died-hadother-illnesses
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Generally these TB death numbers (from WHO
statistics) relate to developing countries. With
Corona it seems to be the opposite, more viral
cases in industrialised world. Could it be because
the test-kit is much more prevalent and used there?
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[3]

German journalists visits empty hospitals and
interviews physicians and virologists e.g. left, Dr.
Claus Köhnlein;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-O_UVMqWWA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NWq9Dq8JzhM
Lancet article Köhnlein mention on maltreatment during viral decease with severe respiratory distress, in pdf;
https://www.thelancet.com/action/showPdf?pii=S2213-2600%2820%2930076-X
Medical policies goes beyond reason in deciding cause of death, nurse speaking out;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FCgea5o3ALU
More citizen journalists visit empty hospitals; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5pIMD1enwd4

[4]

Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, is it altruistic and philanthropic, or is it dubious in its pushing and lobbying
for more global ‘pan-governance’ with many other global players like World Economic Forum, Henry Kissinger,
WHO, Rockefeller, Chan Zuckerberg, World Bank, GPMB, Anthony Fauci, CDC, Bloomberg and Johns Hopkins
University et. al.
One of myriad public talks, TED e.g. with Bill Gates and pandemic agenda and vaccination;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Af6b_wyiwI
ID2020.org and partners launch program to provide digital ID with vaccines. gavi.org, ‘INFUSE’;
https://www.biometricupdate.com/201909/id2020-and-partners-launch-program-to-provide-digital-id-with-vaccines
https://www.gavi.org/call-for-new-id-technology-to-help-immunise-every-child
CEPI “New vaccines for a safer world”; https://cepi.net
Microsoft patent W0/2020/060606 [sic] “cryptocurrency system using body activity data” published 26.03.2020 with
WIPO, the United Nations treaties involving copyright, patent, and trademark laws;
https://news.bitcoin.com/microsoft-cryptocurrency-system/
https://patentscope.wipo.int/WO2020060606
Revelation Bill Gates & ID2020, O.D.D. TV; https://youtu.be/s4Ponpys4R8
Gates coming to the rescue, Truthstream Media; https://youtu.be/H6rMKAIj9f8
Pandemic Netflix November 2019 documentary series; https://www.netflix.com/pt-en/title/81026143
Corona pandemic Exercise ‘Event 201’ oct 2019 Gates Foundation, World economic Forum, UN, Hopkins University;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNk1J39CaFE
https://www.bitchute.com/video/IRJpP83MqNs/
Rockefeller Foundation “Lock Step” simulation 2010 - virus pandemic scenario narrative 2012 with a subsequent
global technocratic solutions as response “government control and more authoritarian leadership”, p18;
http://inormous.net/dosc/Rockefeller_Foundation_Scenarios.pdf
How Bill Gates Monopolised Global Health; Corbett Report; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wQSYdAX_9JY
Bill Gates’ plan to vaccinate the world; Corbett Report; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o7A_cMpKm6w
The Global Health Mafia Protection Racket; Amazing Polly; https://www.bitchute.com/video/1Z5VYqJqrtI/
Bill Gates continuous work with Monsanto/Bayer, Vandana Shiva on FRANCE 24, ‘organic patents’, and his
philantro-capitalism with Zuckerberg and others; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MNM833K22LM
◊
Probable Chinese Government drill or exercise on September 18th, 2019, in Wuhan, where they simulated a response
for … a novel coronavirus strain;
tapnewswire.com/chinese-government-coronavirus-drill-in-wuhan
https://thefreedomarticles.com/chinese-government-foreknowledge-coronavirus-drill-30-days-wuhan-games/
Spiro Skouras is joined by Journalist Jennifer Zeng. Ms. Zeng on the drill in Wuhan;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AsKvEC0KV0Y

-never take the vaccine

